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Our Green DNA
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OUR3 MACHINERIES

SKS’s factory is made up 
of semi and fully 

automated state of the art 
green label machineries 
that allow customization 

at its very best. With 
cutting edge technologies 
and pneumatic controls to 
increase precision, mass 
production could be run 

seamlessly and accurately.

REUSEABLE ENERGY, REDUCTION & RECYCLING

RECYCLING, UPCYCLING & GREEN MATERIAL

contact us : hotel@sks.com.my
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13 FSC WOOD

CERTIFIED :

BD015 173825 TESTEX
Tested for harmful substances
www.oeko-tex.com/standard100

www.fsc.org

MIX
Wood from

responsible sources

FSC™ C013437

CERTIFIED :

CERTIFIED :

1 NUMBERS

2 STANDARDS ISO 14001 ISO 9001 ISO 13485

Established
49+ Years

Supply to
60+ countries

Total floor area
1 million +

sq. ft.

Completed
over 4000+

hotels globally

#1
Green FFE

Manufacturing
in Asia

OUR GREEN PRACTICE - the people of SKS Group have always understood, believed and recognised the importance of preserving nature. Hence, SKS continuously plays its role to reduce 
the carbon footprint of its production processes.

SKS have been replacing manual operations that are laborious and environmentally unfriendly to semi & fully automated machines like laser cutting machines and robotic welders, which are 
able to increase productivity whilst consuming less energy in the process. Moreover, initiatives towards replacing boilers, heaters, lightbulbs, air-conditioning units and other similar equipment 
with certified 5-star energy rating components is also the SKS way of going green.

Other green practices such as reducing environmental pollution and waste management have never been taken lightly by the team. By investing into an epoxy recycling plant and other waste 
treatment plants within the vicinity since the early 90s, we believe it has been a norm for all of us in doing our fair share for our planet Earth.

In the modern world today, where we have no doubt that the environment is suffering, SKS is actively spreading its green culture to its suppliers by issuing purchase priorities only to those 
with green practices.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES - besides the environment, contributing to the society we all live in is also a step that the people of SKS have taken together. Our share of CSR 
includes cash donations from recycled scrap collections to the needy, and from recycling scrap metal to provide free refurbished used furniture to non-profitable charity organisations.

ISO CERTIFICATION - SKS is certified ISO 9001:2015 for total quality manufacturing since 1985, ISO 13485:2003 for complying to medical device manufacturing, ISO 14971 for complying 
to total risk assessment in manufacturing, ISO 14001:2015 for complying to understanding of Green House Gas emissions (GHG) and have disclosed our 2012 GHG emissions to the Carbon 
Disclosure Project (CDP). CDP is an organisation based in the United Kingdom that works with shareholders and corporations to disclose greenhouse gas emissions of major corporations.


